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Bf,S,
brightstarfaees'
explosion
swxlernova
dimming
Eruptions,
hint at likelyevent

the brightest stars in the universe, and then it dimmed,
dropping in brightness by two
magnitudes, a measure of a
star's brightness.
BYPAULRECER
'An atmospheric shell was
One of the sbredded by the blast wave and
SEATTLE
sent into space at Mach 4 (four
brightest and biggest stars in
the heavens is going through a times the.speedof sound)," said
series of eruptions and dim- alex J.R- Lobel, also of Harming that may lead eventuerlly vard-Smithsonian
The astronomers estimated
to a supernova explosion, asthat Rho Cas blasted mass equal
tronomers say.
'
The star, Rho Cassiopeia,is a to ro,ooo Earths into space.
"This is a higher rate of loss
hypergiant with zo to 4o times
the mass of the sun. It puts out than has been seen on any other star," said Mr. Lobel.
a half-million times more light
Based on a spectral analysis
than the sun and can easily be
of the light, which can deterseen from Earth even though it
mine temperature, Mr. Lobel
is ro,ooo light years away.
But Rho Cas, as it is called, is said the star cooled by more
than r,65o degrees C within a
a seething, unstable ball ofgas
that expands and contracts over short period of time.
All of this activity suggests
time and occasionally erupts
with a violence that sends im- that Rho Cas is nearing the end.
"These stars live only a few
mense amounts of matter
millionyears and it is inthe late
streaming through space.
stages of its evolutior\" said Mr.
Astronomers at the HarvardLobel. This is in contrast to
Smithsonian Centre for Astromain sequence stars, such as
physics captured irrnges ofsuch
an explosion inzooo and report- the sun, that will burn for more
ed their observations yesterdaY than ro billionyears.
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